Sterling Heights Stevenson High Grad Organizes Local Blood Drive

By Gerald Scott

Certainly not Julia Monette, a recent graduate of Sterling Heights Stevenson High School and a member of the St. Martin de Porres Catholic Church parish in Warren.

She spent five years methodically restoring the Kaiser Darrin, inherited from his late father.

“I took it apart, right down to the nuts and bolts,” said Transatti, flipping through a photo album that dokumented the restoration project. It was a labor of love, earning him accolades and trophies, and a spot in the September 2012 issue of automobile magazine.

“Notice the color,” Transatti said, explaining that it took several attempts to get the right shade. “Notice the blue — several attempts from three different manufacturers. The color ­painters don’t want, he won’t share the recipe. But the color remains popular in sports cars at the time, goes with the car’s curves.

The design, Howard “Dutch” Darrin, was inspired by the human heart, said Transatti, and close on a track much like ­sliding elevator doors. Also quite striking is the chrome grill, uncamouflaged compared with other Bugana-equipped sports cars at the time.
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